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- explain that to prepare for our big vocal music project
(creating a soundtrack for a book, including making an
original song from scratch using Garage Band), I will
model how to make musical choices for a book
- ask who has read “Twilight” > note that I will just read
part of the first chapter for purposes of this lesson
- read up to where Bella goes to school
- ask class to describe the emotions or mood in this
particular portion of the book, brainstorm descriptive
words to fit
- explain that the author herself created a “playlist” to go
with scenes and parts of the book, and other people
have done similar things (describe, but do not show the
images, of Tarl Lambson’s animated mini-film)
- play both songs, one after the other (if possible, supply
lyrics or get students to look them up)
- ask students which piece of music “fits” better, in their
opinion, with the scene from the book > note that there
are no right or wrong answers, but that their explanation
must be convincing and detailed and refer to both the
dynamics / tempo / instrumentation / etc. of the song
and the plot / characters / mood / etc. of the book
- distribute comparison sheet and have students
complete it (if need be, play songs over again and read
chapter over)

Description, strategies & actions
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- book: “Twilight” by Stephenie Meyer
- song: “Why does it always rain on me” by Travis
- link: http://flashpotatoes.com/tarlscribbles/Twilight.swf
- comparison sheet

Resources

Monday

Comparing Music Choices for a Chapter
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The Arts Overall Expectations: Music  7a1 • demonstrate an understanding
of the basic elements of music specified for this grade (see below) through
listening to, performing, and creating music;

The Arts Overall Expectations: Music  7a5 • communicate their
understanding and knowledge of music in appropriate ways (e.g., through an
oral presentation of research, through creative movement);

The Arts Specific Expectations: Music  7a19 – demonstrate understanding
of the markings and Italian terms for dynamics, tempo, articulation, and
phrasing in the music they sing and play;

Curriculum expectations: 

IS expectations: 

Productivity & Applications  7ict6PA - begin to employ content-specific
software and simulations to explore and analyze data and information to
support learning and research (e.g., create and analyze designs that include
transformed images using The Geometer’s Sketchpad)

ICT expectations: 
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